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CDMS: The low mass WIMP region
CDMS II Si 

Blind analysis presented at APS
Compatibility with existing limits

Zero charge events
CDMS challenge at low mass!
≠ Collar and Fields

What next?
CDMSII, SuperCDMS Soudan
SNOLAB
Possibility of combining with Eureca
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The CDMS-II Experiment
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3” (7.6 cm)

1 cm

ZIP Detectors
Z-sensitive Ionization and Phonon mediated
230 g Ge or 106 g Si crystals 

(1 cm thick, 7.5 cm diameter)
Photolithographically patterned to collect 

athermal phonons and ionization signals
Direct xy-position imaging
Surface (z) event rejection from pulse 

shapes and timing (athermal phonons)
30 detectors stacked into 

5 towers of 6 detectors
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FIG. 1: The power of the primary background discrimina-
tion parameters, ionization yield and timing, is illustrated for
a typical detector using in situ calibration sources. Shown
are bulk electron recoils (red points), surface electron events
(black crosses) and nuclear recoils (blue circles) with recoil
energy between 10 and 100 keV. Top: Ionization yield ver-
sus recoil energy. The solid red lines define bands that are
2� from the mean electron- and nuclear-recoil yields. The
sloping magenta line indicates the ionization energy thresh-
old while the vertical dashed line is the recoil energy analysis
threshold. The region enclosed by the black dotted lines de-
fines the sample of events that are used to develop surface
event cuts. Bottom: Normalized ionization yield (number of
standard deviations from mean of nuclear recoil band) versus
normalized timing parameter (timing relative to acceptance
region) is shown for the same data. Events to the left of the
vertical red dashed line pass the surface-event rejection cut for
this detector. The solid red box is the WIMP signal region.
(Color online.)

194.1 kg-days.147

Neutrons with energies of several MeV can gener-148

ate nuclear recoils that are indistinguishable from pos-149

sible dark matter interactions. Sources of neutron back-150

grounds include cosmic-ray muons interacting near the151

experimental apparatus (outside the veto), radioactive152

contamination of materials, and environmental radioac-153

tivity. Monte Carlo simulations of the muon-induced par-154

ticle showers and subsequent neutron production have155

been conducted with GEANT4 [15, 16] and FLUKA [17,156

18]. The cosmogenic background is estimated by mul-157

tiplying the observed number of vetoed single nuclear158

recoils in the data by the ratio of unvetoed to vetoed159

events as determined by cosmogenic simulation. This160

technique resulted in 0.04+0.04
�0.03(stat.) predicted events in161

this WIMP-search exposure.162

Samples of our shielding and detector materials were163

screened for U and Th daughters using high purity ger-164

manium counters. In addition, a global gamma Monte165

Carlo was performed and compared to the electromag-166

netic spectrum measured by our detectors. The contam-167

ination levels thus determined were used as input to a168

GEANT4 simulation to calculate the number of neutrons169

produced from spontaneous fission and (�, n) processes,170

assuming secular equilibrium. The estimated background171

is between 0.03 and 0.06 events. It is dominated by U172

spontaneous fission in the copper cans of the cryostat for173

which the screening and gamma simulation gave similar174

results.175

Two independent populations of surface events, nat-176

urally present in the WIMP-search data, provided two177

methods to estimate the expected number of misiden-178

tified surface events background. In the first method,179

the number of misidentified surface events was calculated180

by multiplying the fraction of multiple-scatter events in181

the WIMP-search data passing the timing cut (“pass-182

ing fraction”) and residing inside the 2⇥ nuclear-recoil183

band with the number of expected single-scatter events184

inside this band. The second method estimated the pass-185

ing fraction from multiple-scatter events surrounding the186

nuclear-recoil band (“wide-band events”). This method187

requires substantial corrections, however. Events on the188

ionization and phonon sides have di�erent yield distri-189

butions and timing cut passage fractions. Using a wider190

range of yield makes an estimate sensitive to these di�er-191

ences. Additionally, the wide-band events have a di�er-192

ent energy distribution from nuclear-recoil band events.193

We correct for these e�ects by using the face and energy194

distributions of the observed single-scatter nuclear-recoil195

events from previous analyses. A third, independent esti-196

mate was made using low-yield multiple scatter events in197

133Ba calibration data, again adjusting for di�erences in198

energy and detector-face di�erences.” All three estimates199

were consistent with each other and were thus combined200

to obtain an estimate of 0.6± 0.1(stat) events misidenti-201

fied as surface-events prior to unblinding.202

Upon unblinding, we observed two events in the WIMP203

acceptance region at recoil energies of 12.3 keV and 15.5204

keV. These events are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.205

The candidate events occurred during periods of nearly206

ideal experimental performance, are separated in time by207

several months, and occur in di�erent towers. However,208

detailed study revealed a reconstruction remnant that de-209

grades timing-cut rejection of surface events with ioniza-210

tion energy below 5 keV. Such events are more prevalent211

in WIMP-search data than in the data sets used to gener-212
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CDMS II Si

4

Blind analysis
Mask signal region
Define cuts on calibration events
Determine background beforehand
Make commitment to publish result
Unmask region (“Open the Box”)
Validate result
Publish: necessarily limited

• Oct. 2003 - Aug. 2004
• 42.7 kg-days in 4 Si detectors

• Oct. 2006 - July 2007
• 55.9 kg-days in 6 Si detectors

• July 2007 - Sep. 2008
• 140.23 kg-days in 8 Si detectors

Si CDMS-II Exposure
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Three Events; Far from boundaries!

Surface Event 
Distribution

Neutron 
Distribution

Surface Event 
Distribution

Neutron 
Distribution
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Profile Likelihood Analysis

6

Have unexpected energy 
distribution!

A likelihood ratio test  with energy only 
favors a WIMP+background 
hypothesis over the known 
background estimate as the source of 
our signal at the 99.81% confidence 
level (~3σ).

WIMP model

Surface Leakage

Neutrons Pb recoils

Note: these are the 
Normalized 

Distributions!

Expected background (pre-unblinding)
Neutrons: <0.13
Surface events;
206Pb from 210Pb:0.08  (post unblining)

Monte Carlo simulations of the background-only model indicate the probability 
of a statistical fluctuation producing three or more events anywhere in our 
signal region is 5.4%.

0.41+0.20
�0.08(stat.)

+0.28
�0.24(syst.)
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New result for CDMS on Si APS April 13, 2013 
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CDMSII Si 90%

68%

DAMA/LIBRA

CRESSTII

CoGeNT
90%

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 15 20

10−42

10−41

10−40

10−39

10−38

CDMSII Ge LT
CDMSII Ge
XENON 100
XENON10 S2
EDELWEISS LT
PICASSO 2012
CRESSTII Low M
DAMIC 2012
TEXONO 2013
CEDEX 2013

XENON10

Edelweiss  Ge low energy

CDMS-II Ge

XENON100

CDM
S-II Ge low energy

DAMIC

TEXONO

CEDEX

PICASSO

Analysis favors a 
WIMP region of 
interest ≈3σ 

Most likely value at 
8.6 GeV WIMP 
mass with 1.9x10-41 
cm2 cross section

Consistent with 
earlier CDMS Ge 
and Si limits

Data are insufficient to 
claim discovery of a 
WIMP signal, but does 
warrant further 
investigation

Tension with Xenon
Xenon 10 erratum
Xenon 100: Are the two events seen compatible(Hooper)?
   + uncertainty in calibration
Sensitivity to halo velocity

Compatibility with
CoGeNT

But how reliable is 
surface identification?
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— Zero charge
— e recoils
— Putative signal

No significant difference between 
singles and multiples

We are doing our own analysis
With Collar’s and Fields’ background model we 

get a signal in both singles and multiples

Zero charge events!

The CDMSII “Signal” (Collar and Fields)
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Our problem: Zero charge events

9

CDMS II Ge

Zero charge events

Zero charge events

Zero charge events

Zero charge events

Singles Multiples

Qout Qi
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A Possible Origin: Funnels and Ears
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Qin

Er

Qout

Er

Qin

Er

Qout

Er Ge Si

Qout

Er

Funnel

Ear

Inner

Shared Funnel

Ear

Inner

Shared

Origin of the zero charge events
Bad collection in outer part of detector near cylindrical surface
             Oblique propagation + charging of surfaces
Our inner cut (Qout>2σ ) carves out zero charge events by admitting more ear/funnel at low Er 
Compounded by 210Pb from detector enclosure

Electrons from 210Pb       Reduced Yield
206Pb recoil

Qout Qi
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What next?
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Still to be done with CDMS II
Investigation of possible systematics, unsuspected background
Zero charge events are key!
Low energy Si analysis in same style as Ge
Ge+Si consistent likelihood analysis

SuperCDMS SNOLAB
Lower noise in phonons and Ionization <-R&D
Si towers?

SuperCDMS Soudan
CDMS Lite 23eV rms
Low threshold

Si towers?
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Snowmass Cosmic Frontier

8B •

Next Step: SuperCDMS SNOLAB 
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100eV rms ionization
50 eV rms phonons

Surface rejection 
demonstrated     
<0.6 evt/0.3 ton yr
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Combining with Eureca at SNOLAB
Eureca= European effort after

EDELWEISS III 35kg
CRESST II new run

Serious discussion between SuperCDMS and Eureca
Unification of the low temperature WIMP search community to maximize the use 

of the versatile tools at our disposal: 
Low mass sensitivity 
Different targets
Control of backgrounds

  1) Combine at SNOLAB
Possibility for the French to take charge of the SNOLAB Cryostat 
->15mK to allow EDELWEISS and CRESST  detector technologies
Interesting possibilities: e.g. Mix of targets

100kg Ge, 40kg of Si, SuperCDMS technology, low threshold
85 kg Ge from Edelweiss
50 kg CaWO4

          or apply Edelweiss technology to CDMS=> reduce Zero Charge events
Depends on technical feasibility, 
Need to present a simple story in the G2 US competition (October 2013)

 2) => Ton scale at SNOLAB or in Modane
Depends, of course, on what is seen or not seen in the coming years

13
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Low mass WIMP best with low T Detectors
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Snowmass Cosmic Frontier

8B •


